DEVELOPING EMOTIONS
Year 3 Programme Outline.
All six units will include elements of history and emotional vocabulary. The grid below indicates some of the lessons and topics included in
the programme to give you a sense of how it can fit in with the rest of your curriculum.
Unit 1

Sadness

DRAMA – Intro. to ‘Developing
Emotions’; using our bodies to express
emotions; acting out different feelings.

SCIENCE – the four humours; ancient and
Renaissance science and medicine.
Darwin and the emotions.

ART – Shades of sadness – making images
in response to music. Pablo Picasso and
abstract art.

Unit 2

Joy and
Happiness

SCIENCE – Darwin’s work on the
emotions and facial expressions; animal
emotions

ART – Mona Lisa and the fake smile;
happiness and facial expressions; happy
portraits.

MUSIC – what does happiness sound like?
From Pharrell Williams’ ‘Happy’ to
Beethoven’s ‘Ode to Joy.’

Unit 3

Anger

SCIENCE AND LITERACY – fire, lava and
volcanism; describing anger using
imagery of heat and fire.

ART – Hieronymus Bosch’s Ira; abstract
art; drawing an angry composition.

RE/PHILOSOPHY – The ‘seven deadly sins’
and medieval Christianity.

Unit 4

Tears and
Laughter

DRAMA AND ART – ancient Greek
origins of ‘comedy’ and ‘tragedy’;
creating your own theatrical masks.

LITERACY – different words for laughing
and crying; writing poems and short
stories.

DEBATE – Is it always ok to cry? Crying as
a sign of strength; do girls cry more than
boys?

Unit 5

Fear and
Worry

ART – visual depictions of fear - Edvard
Munch’s The Scream, contemporary
animation; drawing fear creatures.

DRAMA – Martha Graham and
contemporary dance; bodily expressions
of fear and worry.

GEOGRAPHY and CRAFT – the origins and
symbolism of Guatemalan worry dolls;
and making your own.

Unit 6

Friendship

SCIENCE – friendship and the evolution
of the brain; ‘survival of the friendliest.’

LITERACY – reading and writing
friendship proverbs; converting
adjectives to corresponding nouns.

ART – the history of the ‘Album
amicorum’ (book of friends); creating a
class ‘friend book’; ‘Emotionology’ game.

